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People are designed to be together. 

Life is crafted to be lived.

Fully. Unrestricted. Unbounded.

So, please.

Come to the table.

Eat. Play. Work. Think. Talk.

Create memories and make them last. 

We are Joli.

Our tables are anchors of life. 

Surviving seasons and generations.

Bringing people together.

Lasting memories.
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For over 25 years, we, a versatile team of Belgian design 

professionals, have proudly shaped Joli’s identity. 

We’re dedicated to crafting 100% Belgian design with a 

timeless touch, seamlessly merging indoor and outdoor 

aesthetics for convenience, comfort, and striking beauty. 

Our commitment to longevity is evident in the choice of 

indestructible ceramics, stainless steel, and lacquered 

aluminum, ensuring your memories and furniture endure, 

today and beyond.

Innovating with ceramic table tops, we open a world 

of design possibilities. Tables, chairs, loungers, and 

accessories, our range reflects durable quality and 

timeless design. At Joli, we invite you to create spaces that 

defy trends, offering enduring beauty and functionality.

lasting memories
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belgian 
quality 
furniture

Joli isn’t just a brand – it’s a special label representing high 

quality Belgian design tailored to suit your needs and 

enhance your life, both today and in the future. With a 

variety of finishes, styles, and attention to detail, you 

have full control over the appearance of your Joli table 

and chair. Going beyond that, we offer personalized 

projects, creating furniture based on your preferences 

and incorporating the latest trends and innovations.

Our local designers and expert craftsmanship are 

fundamental to our Belgian identity. The enduring 

strength of Joli continually adds to our collections and 

broadens the possibilities for your furniture, enhancing 

not just your home but your overall life. Unique touches 

bring a revitalizing element to your indoor or outdoor 

spaces, making you feel truly at home.

@joli_belgium
www.joli.be
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We strive for perfection in every design, collaborating with talented 

and professional designers. Our designers often form long-lasting 

partnerships with our brand, creating not only unique collections 

but also developing a profound connection with Joli. These enduring 

collaborations result in timeless and thoughtful designs that reflect 

the essence of our brand.

john
ghekiere
Introducing John Ghekiere, also known as 

Mister Joli. Since our inception in 1996, he has 

been the visionary and driving force behind 

Joli, seamlessly blending distinctive design 

with innovative materials and techniques. 

Infused with functionality, durability, and a 

keen eye, these values are not just inherent 

to John’s personality but are also integral to 

his collections.

mathias
de ferm

meet the
designers

Mathias’ work is characterized by a strong 

belief in the social significance of design. For 

example, a dining table goes beyond just 

being practical; it becomes the central point 

of a home where people gather to eat, drink, 

and socialize. Inspired by Mathias’ warm and 

friendly style and dedication to long-lasting 

materials, each creation combines both 

beauty and usefulness.
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collection
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central
Designed to take center stage in your living space, the 

Central collection showcases a table foot that optimizes 

space. This collection is offered in both dining and 

coffee tables.

Elevate your lounging experience with our Central 

coffee tables, offered in various sizes and heights. Tailor 

your perfect lounge setting by choosing the dimensions 

that suit your space, providing both functionality and 

style.

Introducing our newest addition: the Central Big. 

Explore the elegance of this extraordinary table, offered 

in elyps, faux elyps, and round variations. Supported 

by a singular trumpet foot, it redefines opulence in 

your living space. The elyps and faux elyps variants are 

available in lengths of up to 3 meters, while the round 

variant reaches a maximum diameter of 158 cm.

https://www.joli.be/en/collections/central
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central round (dia 140 cm), bronze frame, ceramic table top calacatta naturale with sharknose border
morisot dining chair with bronze spider base in easy care flax

central round (dia 140 cm), black frame, ceramic table top emperador with sharknose border
olivo dining chair with black spider base in moss-tex beige
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central elyps big (300 cm), bronze frame, ceramic table top bianco d’oro with sharknose border | sepia with bronze central base and black seat
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central faux elyps (250 cm), bronze frame, ceramic table top bianco d’oro with faux elyps border
morisot dining chair with bronze x-base in easy care flax |olivo dining chair with black central base in cibo basil

central coffee table round (dia 100, 80 and 60 cm), bronze frame, ceramic table top bianco d’oro with sharknose border 
olivo 3-seat in cibo menta | olivo lounge chair in cibo menta
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central elyps (160 x 90 cm), black frame, ceramic table top emperador with sharknose border | olivo dining chair with black spider base in moss-tex beige

central round high (dia 120 cm), black frame, ceramic table top calacatta naturale with sharknose border
wire barstool black with nautic linen sahara cushions
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central
designed by Mathias De Ferm

dimensions
central big

central classic

central coffee tables

calacatta: normal border | all 13 mm ceramics: sharknose

finish

sharknosenormal border
only for 13 mmonly for 6 + 6 mm

faux elyps

central big tables: aluminium + stainless steel | other dining tables: metalised cast iron + stainless steel | coffee tables: stainless steel

frame

white lino taupe khaki bronze anthracite black

faux elyps big

diameter
of the base

diameter
of the base

diameter
of the base

diameter
of the base

diameter
of the base

diameter
of the base

diameter
of the base

300
250
220

75
75
75

110
110
110

60
60
60

elyps big 300
250
210

75
75
75

128
128
128

60

60

60

158 6075round big

faux elyps
with double 
trumpet base

300
250
220
200

75
75
75
75

110
110
110
110

2x 37
2x 37
2x 37
2x 37

elyps
with double 
trumpet base

300
250
210

75
75
75

128
128
128

2x 37
2x 37
2x 37

elyps 160
160

75
75

90
70

37
37

140
120
100

37
37
37

75 / 66
90 / 75 / 66
90 / 75 / 66

round

coffee table 
round

100
80
60

30
40
50

37
37
37

table tops
go to the last pages for a total overview

6 + 6 mm Calacatta 13 mm Absolute white Caravaggio Marble marone
Bianco d’oro Charisma beige Sabbia Rosso

Black diamond Charisma grey Soft oak

Black iron Emperador Travertino grey
Calacatta naturale
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chagall
Chagall’s design features organic and graceful curves, 

embodying the ultimate in feminine elegance. The 

comfy seat, made of (vegan) leather or fabric, has been 

a Joli classic for years, adding style to various projects.

The chair comes with a light structure on a sturdy base, 

and you can choose from sled, spinning, x-base, or 

central base options. No matter the finish, the seating 

experience remains delightful. Plus, there’s a variety 

of colors to choose from, adding the perfect finishing 

touch to suit your preferences. 

The chair’s adaptability extends seamlessly from home 

to the office or a restaurant, combining style and 

comfort in various settings.

https://www.joli.be/en/chairs/chagall
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wire majestic (600 cm), black frame, ceramic table top calacatta (6 + 6 mm) with normal border
chagall dining chair with black spinning base in cibo basil

chagall dining chair with black spinning base in easy care flax
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 chagall dining chair with black central base in leather cognac

fizz bistro square 4-legs (80 cm, height 75 cm), black frame | chagall dining chair with black sled base in easy care mokka
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chagall
designed by John Ghekiere

dimensions

62sled base 57 80 44 67

62spinning 57 80 44 67

62x-base 57 80 44 67

62central base 57 80 44 67

lacquered metal

frame

fabrics
go to the last pages for a total overview

tartufo black black
funghi cognac beige
basil pearl blue
menta white orange
pepe green
cipolla

tabacco ash black
truffle sooty anthracite
anthracite canvas cognac
stone tagine taupe
mokka beige lino
flax white

white lino taupe bronze anthracite black
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collins
Breaking away from conventional ideas to open up 

new possibilities is the essence of the Collins side table. 

Departing from a central leg, the tabletop casually rests 

on the v-shaped base, crafted from powder-coated 

aluminum, providing a sturdy foundation for delightful 

gatherings.

Designed for both indoor and outdoor settings, this 

lightweight side table offers flexibility with a choice 

of two heights. Easily create the desired arrangement 

by sliding the lower Collins table under the higher 

version, ensuring the perfect composition is effortlessly 

accessible.

https://www.joli.be/en/accessories/collins-side-table
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collins high & low in black | wire low chair in black with smooth sooty cushion

collins low in bronze | wire low chair in bronze

collins high & low in black | wire 2-seat in black with nautic linen bamboo cushion
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collins
designed by Mathias De Ferm

dimensions

frame
lacquered aluminium

high
low

height
table top till floor

44
44

56
46

66
56

white lino taupe khaki bronze anthracite black
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curve
collection
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curve
Embracing perfect imperfection, Curve exudes a 

recognizable, charming, and inviting appeal in every 

room. The collection, including both tables and chairs, 

embodies timeless design with a distinctive edge, 

creating opportunities for stylish and comfortable 

settings.

Tables in the Curve collection boast organic lines and 

smooth edges, anchored by a triangular frame that, 

with or without crossing legs, creates a captivating play 

of shadows. Meanwhile, Curve chairs maintain their 

unique identity with a slight curve in the seating and 

a flexible upper part, offering excellent support for 

extended periods around the table.

https://www.joli.be/en/collections/curve
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curve faux elyps (300 cm), black frame, ceramic table top caravaggio with faux elyps border | curve chair with black base in smooth tagine
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curve faux elyps xxl (220 - 320 cm), black frame, ceramic table top calacatta naturale with faux elyps border
olivo dining chair with black spider base in moss-tex black | wire barstool high in black 

curve faux elyps (220 cm), black frame, ceramic table top charisma grey with faux elyps border  
curve chair with black base in easy care anthracite  
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central elyps (300 cm) with table top Xeramica® bianco d’oro and sharknose finish | chagall spinning in easy care flax curve chair with black base in easy care tabaccocurve (outdoor) armchair with black base in smooth tagine | ceramic table top: emperador

curve chair with black base in easy care flax
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curve coffee table round (dia 100 & 60 cm), bronze frame, ceramic table top caravaggio and sharknose border
olivo lounge chair in moss-tex cappuccino | wire barstool high in black
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curve elyps (300 cm), lino frame, ceramic table top travertino grey and normal border | fizz dining chair in lino
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central elyps (300 cm), black frame, ceramic table top sabbia rosso and sharknose border | morisot with black central base in leather cognac

curve elyps (300 cm), lino frame, ceramic table top travertino grey and normal border | fizz dining chair in lino
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curve rectangular (300 cm), black frame, ceramic table top charisma grey with normal border | fizz dining chair in black

curve round (dia 150 cm), black frame, ceramic table top charisma grey with sharknose border | fizz dining chair in black
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curve
designed by John Ghekiere

dimensions

elyps 300

210

250

75

75

140

140

68.5

68.5

75 140 68.5

128

128

128

round 150

120

100

73

73

73

75

75

75

rectangular

rectangular
extendable
XL / XXL *

300

215 - 315

220

250

160 - 240

200

180

75

75

75

230

180

150

68.5

65.8

68.5

75

75

75

75

180

136

138

110

68.5

65.8

68.5

68.5

100

100

100

100

100

100

90

faux elyps

faux elyps
extendable
XL / XXL *

300

220 - 320

220

250

165 - 245

200

180

75

75

75

230

180

150

68.5

65.8

68.5

75

75

75

75

180

136

138

110

68.5

65.8

68.5

68.5

110

110

110

110

110

110

100

coffee table

elyps

180

120

160

30

30

30

90

60

70

coffee table

round

120

80

50

100

60

30

30

50

30

40

finish

faux elyps sharknosenormal border
only for 13 mm

lacquered aluminium |* extendable tables: lacquered stainless steel + lacquered aluminium

frame

white lino taupe khaki bronze anthracite black

table tops
go to the last pages for a total overview

6 + 6 mm Calacatta 13 mm Absolute white Caravaggio Marble marone
Bianco d’oro Charisma beige Sabbia Rosso

Black diamond Charisma grey Soft oak

Black iron Emperador Travertino grey
Calacatta naturale
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curve
designed by John Ghekiere

dimensions

49armchair 49 80 48 68

49chair 49 80 48

indoor: 
outdoor:

lacquered metal
lacquered stainless steel

frame

fabrics
go to the last pages for a total overview

tartufo black carbon
funghi anthracite pepper
basil cognac earth
menta taupe sand
pepe lino salt
cipolla white sahara

bamboo
ocean

tabacco black ash
truffle beige sooty
anthracite blue canvas
stone orange tagine
mokka green beige
flax

white lino taupe bronze anthracite black
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fizz
collection
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wire round (dia 150 cm), black frame, ceramic table top calacatta naturale with sharknose border | fizz dining chair in black

fizz
Our iconic Fizz tables feature ceramic tabletops and 

distinctive feet, offering the ultimate freedom to craft 

your unique indoor or outdoor magic. These sparkling 

additions create a captivating ambiance, whether 

indoors or under the open sky.

Complementing the allure of the tables are the Fizz 

chairs. Characterized by slender, feminine lines and 

curves, these chairs seamlessly blend the timeless 

charm of rattan with the modern touch of Italian rope. 

The weatherproof nature of the rope ensures quick 

drying, making these chairs the perfect choice for 

outdoor furniture without sacrificing the comfort and 

elegance you desire.

Optional fizzy drinks complete the experience, adding a 

touch of delight to your moments of relaxation.

https://www.joli.be/en/collections/fizz
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fizz big round (dia 150), black frame, ceramic table top calacatta (6 + 6 mm) with normal border | fizz bistro square 4-legs (80 cm, height 75 cm), black frame
chagall with black sled base in easy care mokka

fizz bistro square 4-legs (80 cm, height 75 cm), black frame, ceramic table top marble marone with normal border
fizz dining chair in black
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fizz bistro round 4-legs (dia 70 cm, height 110 cm), black frame| rafael bar stools high black in easy care tabacco

fizz bistro round tripod with click system (dia 70 cm, height 110 cm), black frame, ceramic table top marble marone with normal border
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collins high & low in lino | fizz low chair in lino

wire majestic (600 cm), black frame, ceramic table top calacatta (6 + 6 mm) with normal border | fizz dining chair in black
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fizz
designed by Mathias De Ferm

dimensions

big dining round 150

120

68.5

68.5

75

75

big dining square 150

130

68.5

68.5

75

75

bistro round
tripod table
with click system

70
80

66 / 75 / 90 / 110
66 / 75 / 90 / 110

bistro square
tripod table
with click system

70 66 / 75 / 90 / 110

bistro round
4-legs table
without
click system

80
100

66 / 75 / 90 / 110
66 / 75 / 90 / 110

bistro square
4-legs table
without
click system

80 66 / 75 / 90 / 110

finish

sharknosenormal border
only for 13 mm

lacquered aluminium

frame

white lino taupe khaki bronze anthracite black

table tops
go to the last pages for a total overview

6 + 6 mm Calacatta 13 mm Absolute white Caravaggio Marble marone
Bianco d’oro Charisma beige Sabbia Rosso

Black diamond Charisma grey Soft oak

Black iron Emperador Travertino grey
Calacatta naturale
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fizz
designed by Mathias De Ferm

frame
lacquered metal

lino black

rope solemio

lino charcoal

dimensions

50
49

62

armchair
cushion

cushion

61
45

45

79
-

-

46
-

-

65
-

-
59low chair 76 69 39 54

fabrics cushions
go to the last pages for a total overview

carbon ash
pepper sooty
earth canvas
sand tagine
salt beige
sahara
bamboo
ocean

braided Italian rope, woven in a traditional rattan pattern
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craftsmanship: where skill 
and passion converge, 

turning raw materials into 
timeless masterpieces
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flower
Similar to a blossoming flower, the Flower table 

undergoes transformations over time, adding vibrant 

hues to your cozy gatherings. By adjusting the flower 

petals, which serve as table tops, you can create unique 

compositions, drawing inspiration from nature itself.

This dynamic and playful table easily adapts to your 

needs, enhancing the convenience and pleasure of any 

occasion. It provides a bouquet of opportunities to craft 

lasting memories.

https://www.joli.be/en/accessories/flower-side-table
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flower in black | wire 2-seat in black with nautic linen sahara cushion
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flower in black | marguerite lounger in black with nautic linen sahara cushion

flower in black | wire low chair in black with leather cognac cushion | wire tabouret in black
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flower
designed by Mathias De Ferm

dimensions
height height height height length width
total petal 1 petal 2 petal 3 petals petals

side table 76 64.5 61.5 58.5 45 40.5

frame
lacquered aluminium + stainless steel

white lino taupe khaki bronze anthracite black
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layers
The Layers table looks like it’s floating. No wonder this 

iconic design never fails to fascinate your guests. This 

wonderful illusion makes for a very light and spacious 

look. The wide range of ceramic table tops make it an 

excellent choice for indoor and outdoor use.

The Layers wall table is a stylish and practical addition 

to any home. With its sleek design and versatility, it not 

only enhances the aesthetic appeal of your space but 

also serves a functional purpose. Placed near the front 

door, it becomes a welcoming focal point for keys or a 

cherished family photo. The Layers wall table effortlessly 

combines form and function, offering a delightful touch 

to your home decor.

https://www.joli.be/en/collections/layers
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central elyps (300 cm) with table top Xeramica® bianco d’oro and sharknose finish | chagall spinning in easy care flaxlayers wall table (160 cm), black frame, ceramic table top calacatta naturale with sharknose border

layers rectangular (250 cm), black frame, ceramic table top emperador with sharknose border | fizz dining chair in black
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layers
designed by Sylvain Willenz

sharknosenormal border

finish

only for 13 mmonly for 6 + 6 mm

dining table: lacquered stainless steel | wall, coffee & lamp table: lacquered aluminium

frame

layers rectangular (300 cm), black frame, ceramic table top black iron with sharknose border | fizz dining chair in black

dimensions

coffee table 150
130
100

29
29
29

100
70

100

lamp table 55 4355

dining table 300
250
220
200
180

75
75
75
75
75

100
100
100
100
90

289 67.5
239 67.5
209 67.5
189
169

67.5
67.5

wall table 200
160

75
75

40
40

-
-

67.5
67.5

white lino taupe khaki bronze anthracite black

table tops
go to the last pages for a total overview

6 + 6 mm Calacatta 13 mm Absolute white Caravaggio Marble marone
Bianco d’oro Charisma beige Sabbia Rosso

Black diamond Charisma grey Soft oak

Black iron Emperador Travertino grey
Calacatta naturale
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marguerite
collection
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marguerite
Marguerite unfolds its details gradually, keeping 

its secrets well-guarded. The tables and chairs, 

featuring conical legs, effortlessly blend into diverse 

environments, be it indoors or outdoors. This design 

harmoniously combines character, elegance, and 

subtle sophistication. Extending its innovation to the 

chairs, Marguerite now offers an additional option with 

a central (spinning) base. 

Expanding beyond tables and chairs, Marguerite 

introduces a versatile lounger—perfect for your terrace. 

Easily transforming from a lounger into a sofa within 

seconds, it brings dynamism to your outdoor space. 

Enhance this multifunctional beauty by incorporating a 

round coffee table from the same collection, offering 

a delightful spot for your drink, book, or both. Revel 

in the evolving layers of Marguerite’s design, each 

element adding to the overall charm and enjoyment of 

your space.

https://www.joli.be/en/collections/marguerite
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marguerite elyps (300 cm), black frame, ceramic table top black iron with normal border |  wire armchair in black with smooth sooty cushion

marguerite round (dia 150 cm), black frame, ceramic table top charisma grey with normal border
wire armchair in black with smooth ash cushion
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central elyps (300 cm) with table top Xeramica® bianco d’oro and sharknose finish | chagall spinning in easy care flax marguerite dining chair in blackmarguerite round (dia 150 cm), black frame, ceramic table top black iron with normal border | rafael with black x-base in vegan leather black

marguerite elyps (300 cm), black frame, ceramic table top soft oak with normal border
marguerite dining chair in black with smooth sooty shell
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marguerite lounger in black with nautic linen ocean cushion

marguerite lounger in black with nautic linen bamboo cushion

marguerite coffee table round (dia 120, 60 & 50 cm), white frame, ceramic table top absolute white with normal border
marguerite sofa & lounger in white with nautic linen salt cushion
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marguerite
designed by Mathias De Ferm

dimensions

elyps 300

210

250

74.5

74.5

165.7

127.7

73.3

73.3

74.5 127.7 73.3

128

128

128

round 150

100

120

73.5

73.5

73.5

75

75

75

coffee table
rectangular /

130 32 120 2970

square 100 100 90 2932

coffee table
round 120

80

50

100

60

24 / 31 / 37

24 / 31 / 37

24 / 31 / 37

24 / 31 / 37

24 / 31 / 37

sharknosenormal border

finish

only for 13 mmonly for 6 + 6 mm

lacquered aluminium

frame

rectangular

rectangular
extendable
XL / XXL

300

200 - 260

220

250

160 - 220

200

180

140

75

75

75

290

190

210

67.5

67.5

67.5

75

75

75

75

75

240

150

190

170

130

67.5

67.5

67.5

67.5

67.5

100

100

100

100

100

100

90

90

square 150 150

130 130

100 100

140 67.5

120

90

67.5

67.5

75

75

75

white lino taupe khaki bronze anthracite black

table tops
go to the last pages for a total overview

6 + 6 mm Calacatta 13 mm Absolute white Caravaggio Marble marone
Bianco d’oro Charisma beige Sabbia Rosso

Black diamond Charisma grey Soft oak

Black iron Emperador Travertino grey
Calacatta naturale
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marguerite
designed by Mathias De Ferm

dimensions

57armchair 54 79 49 66

45chair 54 79 49

45chair with 54 79 49

45
44

cushion
shell

44
49

lacquered aluminium | chair with central base: lacquered aluminium + stainless steel

frame

fabrics cushions & shells
go to the last pages for a total overview

tartufo black carbon
funghi cognac pepper
basil pearl earth
menta white sand
pepe salt
cipolla sahara

bamboo
ocean

tabacco black ash
truffle beige sooty
anthracite blue canvas
stone orange tagine
mokka green beige
flax
cipolla

white lino taupe khaki bronze anthracite black

central base
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designed by Mathias De Ferm

dimensions

210

217

lounger

sofa

(incl. all cushions and protection covers)

69

80

30

85

frame
lacquered aluminium

marguerite

transform your 
lounger in a sofa

fabrics
go to the last pages for a total overview

carbon ash
pepper sooty
earth canvas
sand tagine
salt beige
sahara
bamboo
ocean

white lino taupe bronze anthracite black
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morisot
Morisot’s distinctive open armrest and gracefully 

designed egg-shaped shell create an inviting ambiance 

for cherished moments around the dining table, lasting 

hour after hour.

Indulge in the comfort provided by the chair’s 

harmonious blend of soft shapes, a robust backrest, 

and convenient armrests. The chair offers versatile 

options, allowing you to choose from a central, spider, 

x-base, or sled base, catering to your personal taste 

and style.

Did you already discover the Morisot barstools? They 

seamlessly integrate into your space, offering a fresh 

perspective and personalized comfort that aligns with 

your preferences. Elevate your dining experience with 

Morisot’s timeless design and versatile seating options.

https://www.joli.be/en/collections/morisot
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central elyps (300 cm), black frame, ceramic table top caravaggio with sharknose border
morisot with black central base in smooth tagine
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morisot barstool with black spider base in leather black

marguerite elyps (300 cm), black frame, ceramic table top black Iron with sharknose border
morisot with black central base in leather cognac
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morisot with black x-base in easy care flax | morisot with black spider base in smooth sooty | morisot with black sled base in velvet beige

morisot barstool high sled base black in leather cognac | morisot barstool low sled base black in leather black 
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morisot
designed by John Ghekiere

dimensions

48sled base 48 79 47 62

48central base 48 79 47 62

48spider base 48 79 47 62

48x-base 48 79 47 62

43 50.5 85 66 37bar stool
spider with 
auto-return

47.5
43

bar stool
spinning

49
47

97
86

75
65

37
37

high
low

47.5
43

bar stool
sled base

50.5
50.5

95
85

74
66

37
37

high
low

frame
lacquered metal

fabrics
go to the last pages for a total overview

tartufo black black
funghi cognac beige
basil pearl blue
menta white orange
pepe green
cipolla

tabacco ash
truffle sooty
anthracite canvas
stone tagine
mokka beige
flax

white lino taupe bronze anthracite black
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olivo
Whether used as a sofa, lounge, or dining chair, Olivo 

seamlessly integrates into your home, becoming 

the perfect companion. Experience the unparalleled 

comfort of Moss-Tex or Cibo fabric, elevating the 

essence of textile trends to a new pinnacle. 

Tailor your dining space with the unique central or 

spider base, allowing you to define your preferred 

table style. Alternatively, embrace the flexibility of the 

turnable lounge chair, offering versatility in design.

For an extra touch of style, consider enhancing your 

living area with a 2- or 3-seater option. Olivo not only 

brings a touch of luxury but also ensures utmost 

comfort, making it a visually pleasing addition to your 

home. 

central round (dia 140 cm), black frame, ceramic table top emperador with sharknose border
olivo dining chair with black spider base in moss-tex beige

https://www.joli.be/en/collections/olivo
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olivo dining chair with black central base in cibo basil

central coffee table round (dia 100, 80 and 60 cm), black frame, ceramic table top caravaggio with sharknose border 
olivo 3-seat, olivo 2-seat and olivo lounge chair in moss-tex beige
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curve coffee tables (dia 100, 60 & 50 cm), bronze frame, ceramic table top caravaggio with sharknose border 
olivo lounge chair in moss-tex beige

central elyps (160 x 90 cm), black frame, ceramic table top emperador with sharknose border
olivo dining chair with black spider base in moss-tex cappuccino 

curve coffee table (dia 100 cm), bronze frame, ceramic table top caravaggio with sharknose border
olivo lounge chair in moss-tex cappuccino | wire bar stool high in black
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olivo chairs
designed by John Ghekiere

dimensions

86lounge chair 86 70

66dining chair 67 78 47 47

66dining chair with 67 78 47 47
central base

frame
lacquered steel

fabrics
go to the last pages for a total overview

black tartufo
anthracite funghi
rust basil
cappuccino menta
beige pepe
white cipolla

olivo dining chair with black spider base in cibo cipolla

white lino taupe bronze anthracite black
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olivo sofa
designed by John Ghekiere

dimensions

fabrics
go to the last pages for a total overview

black tartufo
anthracite funghi
rust basil
cappuccino menta
beige pepe
white cipolla

ÜRÜN ADI:

T: +90 (0)224 61 70  W: www.caridia.com.tr E:info@caridia.com.tr
ULUDAĞ OSB KALE MAH. YILMAZ SK. NO:6    KESTEL / BURSA ÖLÇEK: ÇİZEN: TASARIM NO: TARİH:

BOYUTLAR:

-------- ---- ---- 26/09/2022

CARİDİA-TASARIM-TEAM KANEPE-200DOVE
TASARIMCI:

BU ÇİZİM, 5846 SAYILI FİKİR SANAT ESERLERİ YASASI KAPSAMINDADIR. CARIDIA'NIN
MALI OLUP HER HAKKI SAKLIDIR. CARIDIA'NIN İZNİ OLMADAN ÇOĞALTILAMAZ.
KOPYA EDİLEMEZ,ÜRETİLEMEZ VE KULLANILAMAZ.

200 cm

3 
cm

116 cm

70
 c

m

43
 c

m
62 cm

240

200

3-seat

2-seat

62

62

70

70

43

43

116

116

 olivo 2-seat in moss-tex beige
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details elevate furniture, 
crafting a narrative of 
timeless elegance and 
functional beauty
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propeller
The Propeller table is strong and carefully designed. It 

looks like airplane propellers, not just in shape but also 

in how it feels and stays steady. It looks smooth and 

stylish, giving a sense of calm and strength. 

You get plenty of space, both in reality and in feeling. 

Whether you pick the faux elyps or rectangular shape, 

the Propeller table creates an inviting atmosphere that 

seamlessly combines sophistication with practicality.

propeller faux elyps  (300 cm), white frame, ceramic table top absolute white with sharknose border | wire armchair in white

https://www.joli.be/en/collections/propeller
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propeller faux elyps (300 cm), black frame, ceramic table top charisma grey with sharknose border
marguerite dining chair with black central base
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propeller
designed by John Ghekiere

dimensions

rectangular 300

220

250

200

180

75

75

194

114

68.5

68.5

75

75

75

144

94

74

68.5

68.5

68.5

100

100

100

100

90

faux elyps 300

220

250

200

180

75

75

194

114

68.5

68.5

75

75

75

144

94

74

68.5

68.5

68.5

110

110

110

110

100

wall table 

rectangular

200

160

75 135 68.5

75 95 68.5

40

40

lacquered stainless steel

frame

table tops
go to the last pages for a total overview

finish

faux elyps sharknosenormal border
only for 13 mm

white lino taupe khaki bronze anthracite black

6 + 6 mm Calacatta 13 mm Absolute white Caravaggio Marble marone
Bianco d’oro Charisma beige Sabbia Rosso

Black diamond Charisma grey Soft oak

Black iron Emperador Travertino grey
Calacatta naturale
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rafael
Meet the Rafael collection – a perfect mix of classy style 

and comfy vibes. It’s like having a cool and cozy friend in 

your living room. The chair has a simple look that adds 

a touch of class to your space.

You can personalize it with different legs and finishes, 

making it fit into your home office, dining area or 

chill bar spot. Wherever you put it, the Rafael chair or 

barstool feels just right. And let’s not forget how comfy 

it is – sitting in it feels like a warm hug. Bring home the 

modern charm and comfort of the Rafael for a laid-back 

yet stylish vibe in any room.

 marguerite round (dia 150 cm), black frame, ceramic table top black iron with normal border
rafael with black x-base in vegan leather black

https://www.joli.be/en/collections/rafael
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central elyps (300 cm) with table top Xeramica® bianco d’oro and sharknose finish | chagall spinning in easy care flax rafael armchair black in vegan leather black | rafael armchair white in vegan leather whiterafael bar stool low with black sled base in vegan leather black

 marguerite round (dia 150 cm), black frame, ceramic table top black iron with normal border
rafael with black x-base in vegan leather black
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rafael barstool low bronze in easy care truffle
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rafael
designed by John Ghekiere

dimensions

52office 55 82 49 69

47sled base 59 82 48

47x-base 55 81 47

55armchair 55 81 48 67

bar stool 

high 48
45

48
45

95
85

74
63

sled base

low

44
43

high 42
74

96
85

74
66

bar stool

low

lacquered metal

frame

fabrics
go to the last pages for a total overview

tartufo ash black
funghi sooty anthracite
basil canvas cognac
menta tagine taupe
pepe beige lino
cipolla white

tabacco black
truffle beige
anthracite blue
stone orange
mokka green
flax

white lino taupe bronze anthracite black
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sepia
Discover the Sepia chair – perfect for both indoors 

and outdoors! With its sleek design and versatile 

functionality, this chair offers ultimate comfort, 

especially with the added cushion for extra luxury. 

Choose from a classic model with four legs or a modern 

design on one central base.

Upgrade your interior and exterior with the versatile 

Sepia chair – stylish, comfortable, and brand new.

https://www.joli.be/en/chairs/sepia
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curve elyps (300 cm), lino frame, ceramic table top travertino grey with sharknose border
sepia with lino tube base and lino seat 
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central elyps big (300 cm), bronze frame, ceramic table top bianco d’oro with sharknose border
sepia with bronze central base and black seat, nautic linen sahara cushion

wire faux elyps (300 cm), lino frame, ceramic table top charisma grey with sharknose border 
sepia with lino tube base and lino seat, easy care mokka cushion
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sepia
designed by Mathias De Ferm

stainless steel

frame

rigid polyurethane colored in the mass

seat

lino black

fabrics cushions
go to the last pages for a total overview

tartufo black carbon
funghi cognac pepper
basil pearl earth
menta white sand
pepe salt
cipolla sahara

bamboo
ocean

tabacco
truffle black ash
anthracite beige sooty
stone blue canvas
mokka orange tagine
flax green beige
cipolla

dimensions

42tube base 46 80 46 31

42central base 46 80 46 31

41,5cushion 45

sepia with black central base and black seat, nautic linen sahara cushion

white lino taupe khaki bronze anthracite black
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wire
collection
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wire
Elegantly crafted for both indoor and outdoor use, the 

Wire collection stands out with its distinctive design. 

Designed by Mathias De Ferm, this collection takes 

a simple idea to new heights. Each table and chair is 

meticulously handcrafted from premium stainless steel 

wire, showcasing a refined and robust construction. 

Whether it’s a barstool, dining chair, or a spacious 

lounger, every piece in the collection exudes quality.

With versatile finishes and an extensive selection of 

table tops, the Wire collection seamlessly complements 

any environment. The outwardly angled legs contribute 

to an overall lighter appearance, adding a touch of 

sophistication to the entire ensemble.

https://www.joli.be/en/collections/wire
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wire majestic (600 cm), black frame, ceramic table top calacatta (6 + 6 mm) with normal border | fizz dining chair in black

wire majestic (500 cm), white frame, ceramic table top calacatta (6 + 6 mm) with normal border | wire armchair in white with smooth canvas cushion
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wire round (dia 150 cm), black frame, ceramic table top calacatta naturale with sharknose border | fizz dining chair in black

wire round (150 cm), lino frame, ceramic table top travertino grey with sharknose border | wire armchair in lino with smooth canvas cushion
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wire lounger in black with leather cognac cushion

wire lounger in black with nautic linen sahara cushion
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wire coffee table elyps (160 cm), black frame, ceramic table top marble marone with sharknose border
wire low chair, 2-seat and tabouret in black with nautic linen sahara cushion

wire coffee table elyps (160 cm), black frame, ceramic table top marble marone with sharknose border | flower in black
wire lounger, low chair, tabouret and 2-seat in black with nautic linen sahara cushion
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wire armchair in bronze with nautic linen sahara cushion

central round high (dia 120 cm), black frame, ceramic table top calacatta naturale with sharknose border
wire barstool in black
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wire
designed by Mathias De Ferm

dimensions

rectangular 300

220

250

200

180

75 / 66

75 / 66

197

108

74 / 102 69 / 60

74 / 102 69 / 60

75 / 66

75 / 66

75 / 66

147

108

108

74 / 102 69 / 60

74 / 102 69 / 60

74 / 102 69 / 60

100

100

100

100

90

square 150

130

75 / 66 99 99 69 / 60

75 / 66 77 77 69 / 60

150

130

faux elyps 300

220

250

200

180

75 / 66

75 / 66

197

108

74 / 102 69 / 60

74 / 102 69 / 60

75 / 66

75 / 66

75 / 66

147

108

108

74 / 102 69 / 60

74 / 102 69 / 60

74 / 102 69 / 60

110

110

110

110

100

majestic 600

400

500

75 / 66

75 / 66

411

212

101 69

101 69

75 / 66 311 101 69

150

150

150

elyps 300

210

250

75 / 66

75 / 66

147

147

74 69 / 60

74 69 / 60

75 / 66 147 74 69 / 60

128

128

128

round dia 150

dia 120

dia 77 dia 77 69 / 60

dia 77 dia 77 69 / 60

75 / 66

75 / 66

rectangular

coffee table

coffee table

elyps 160

150

120

130
100

29

29

118

135

48

86

23

23

29

29
29

89

108
86

48

48
48

23

23
23

70

100

60

70
100

lacquered stainless steel (316)

frame

6 + 6 mm Calacatta 13 mm Absolute white Caravaggio Marble marone
Bianco d’oro Charisma beige Sabbia Rosso

Black diamond Charisma grey Soft oak

Black iron Emperador Travertino grey
Calacatta naturale

table tops
go to the last pages for a total overview

finish

faux elyps sharknosenormal border
only for 13 mm

white lino taupe khaki bronze anthracite black
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wire
designed by Mathias De Ferm

dimensions

61
53

armchair
cushion

55
47

78
-

46
-

63
-

63cushion 55 - - -
76low chair 74 74 45 53

44cushion 42 - - -

44low 42 86 67 74
44cushion 42 - - -

bar stools

44high 42 100 82 74

66tabouret 49 40

1352-seat 67.5 74.5 37

2103-seat 68.5 74.5 36.5

201lounger 72.7 68.5 38.5

lacquered stainless steel

frame

fabrics cushions
go to the last pages for a total overview

tartufo black carbon
funghi cognac pepper
basil white earth
menta sand
pepe salt
cipolla sahara

bamboo
ocean

tabacco black ash
truffle beige sooty
anthracite blue canvas
stone orange tagine
mokka green beige
flax

white lino taupe khaki bronze anthracite black
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table
accessories
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accessories
table

As the sun sets, you’re enjoying good company and 

great food. Wouldn’t you love to extend the evening and 

the blissful moment? Joli makes your experience even 

better with 3 innovative and handy table accessories. 

Keep your appetizers at the right temperature with 

Heatt and within your reach with the Turnable Disc. 

Need more space at the table? Simply attach Bite and 

you’re ready to go. Enjoy yourself and your company.

https://www.joli.be/en/collections/accessories
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curve faux elyps (300 cm), black frame, ceramic table top caravaggio with faux elyps border | curve chair with black base in smooth tagine
heatt oblong (140 cm) in ceramic caravaggio

heatt round (dia 21 cm) in ceramic soft oak      marguerite round (dia 150 cm), black frame, ceramic table top black iron with normal border | rafael with black x-base in vegan leather black
heatt round (dia 60 cm) in ceramic black iron
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marguerite round (dia 150 cm), black frame, ceramic table top emperador with normal border | wire armchair in black with smooth tagine cushion
turnable disc (dia 45 cm) in ceramic emperador

bite small (dia 35 cm) in oiled oak
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table accessories
designed by Cas Moor & Lieven Musschoot

oiled
oak

oiled
walnut

oiled
beech

wood for bite

plate warmer oblong length width

heatt 140 140 20
heatt 95 95 20

plate warmer round diameter

heatt dia 60 60
heatt dia 45 45

heatt dia 21 21

side plate oblong length width

bite large 550 300

side plate round diameter

bite small 35

turnable disc diameter

dia 60 60
dia 45 45

dimensions

ceramics for heatt and turnable disc
go to the last pages for a total overview

6 + 6 mm Calacatta 13 mm Absolute white Caravaggio Marble marone
Bianco d’oro Charisma beige Sabbia Rosso

Black diamond Charisma grey Soft oak

Black iron Emperador Travertino grey
Calacatta naturale

* not possible for Heatt

great food, better company
— 

the perfect recipe for 
lasting memories
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new table
2024 launch

From April 2024, during Salone del Mobile 

in Milan, we will launch our newest table! 

Designed by Jeffrey Huyghe. This table, like 

our others, is suitable for both indoor and 

outdoor use. Curious? Click on the button  

to view our novelties and subscribe to the 

newsletter to stay informed!

https://www.joli.be/en/news
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choice for 
quality

Surviving seasons and generations 190

Xeramica®  192

Fabrics  194 
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surviving seasons 
and generations

Our furniture is designed to last. With stainless steel 

and aluminium, topped off with Xeramica® table tops, 

we create beautiful and practical furniture. A conscious 

choice for timeless design and durable materials.

This strong focus on quality doesn’t stop at our tables. 

We extend this promise to our range of chairs, loungers 

and accessories. That’s a full range of furniture, from 

generation to generation.
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ceramic
table tops

xeramica®

matt glossy

calacatta
6 + 6 mm

black iron
13 mm

absolute white
13 mm

sabbia rosso*
13 mm

marble marone**
13 mm

calacatta naturale
13 mm

caravaggio*
13 mm

soft oak
13 mm

bianco d’oro*
13 mm

charisma beige ***
13 mm

charisma grey**
13 mm

travertino grey
13 mm

black diamond*
13 mm

emperador
13 mm

The table tops are available in 14 different ceramic types.

Xeramica® consists of minerals that are compressed 
under high pressure and at a high temperature to create a 
very dense, homogeneous structure. 

The advantages of Xeramica®:
• No scratches*
• 100% UV resistant & 100% frost-resistant
• Does not absorb fat, acid, water or wine
• No visible dust
• Easy to maintain

Xeramica® 6 + 6 mm
This is a 6 mm ceramic plate laminated to 6 mm tempered 
glass.

Xeramica® 13 mm
This is a full ceramic plate with a glass fibre membrane 
underneath.
** these table tops contain a slight relief
*** new 3D surface technology

* bianco d’oro, black diamond, caravaggio and 
sabbia rosso are more sensitive to scratches due 
to a high-gloss layer.

https://www.joli.be/en/materials/xeramica
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fabrics
With 8 different types and a total of 46 colours, there is plenty of 
choice in our fabrics. 

Are you going for a new outdoor chair? Then choose Nautic Linen in 8 
contemporary colours. Or go for Smooth, the fabric you would hardly 
believe is not only an indoor fabric, but also an outdoor one. As the 
name says, super soft! 

We also have 7 interior fabrics. You can choose real Leather or 
would you rather go for the equally beautiful Vegan Leather variant? 
Furthermore, we have Easy Care, Moss-Tex and Cibo. Or go for more 
shine and a brighter colour with Velvet.

funghi

16% cotton, 84% polyester

tartufo cipolla

cibo

basil menta pepe

truffle

100 % enhanced micro polyester chenille yarn

tabacco flax

easy care fabrics

anthracite mokka stone

leather

cognacblack pearl white

choose
your fabric

category 2

https://www.joli.be/en/materials/fabrics
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anthracite linoblack taupe whitecognac

vegan leather 1% polyurethane, 82% polyvinyl chloride, 17% polyester

pepper sahara

ocean

carbon salt

nautic linen

earth

bamboo

sand

solution dyed polypropylene (washable)

ashsooty

smooth

canvas tagine

solution dyed polypropylene chenile (washable)

beige

anthraciteblack whitebeigerust cappuccino

moss-tex 26% acrylic fiber, 17% cotton, 31% polyamide of nylon, 26% polyester

beigeblack orange

velvet

blue green

100 % polyester
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Explore the endless possibilities for your ideal table on our 
website. Utilize our configurator to experiment with various 
frame colors and ceramic finishes. Design a table that resonates 
with your style and personality. Visit our website to create your 
perfect combination.

configure yours

We work together with dealers all over the world. 
Want to know where? 

find a store

Enhance your design journey! Subscribe to our newsletter on 
the website for regular inspiration on the latest trends. Follow 
us on Instagram, LinkedIn, Facebook, YouTube, or Pinterest for 
a constant stream of creative ideas and updates. Join our online 
community and stay inspired!

@joli_belgium

@jolibelgium

@joli_furniture

@joli_belgium

@jolifurniture

stay up to date

Photography: Beeldcollectief, Skinn, 
Frederik Vercruysse & Studio Camade

Design: Stella Boumans - Unik Concepts

Joli Head office 
Industrielaan 5, 8520 Kuurne - Belgium 
Tel. +32 (0)56 37 27 16
info@joli.be
www.joli.be

https://www.joli.be/en/products?product=tables&page=1&
https://www.joli.be/en/dealers
https://www.instagram.com/joli_belgium/
https://www.facebook.com/Jolifurniture
https://www.pinterest.com/joli_belgium/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/joli-furniture/
https://www.youtube.com/@jolibelgium
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